ITEMS REQUIRING BOCC APPROVAL
April 15, 2021
(1 ITEM)
1. POINT-TO-POINT CIRCUIT -- DIVISION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (DIT)
FUNDING -- DIVISION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
(Single Source)
#21-2024 Contract
Cox Communications Kansas, LLC;
Cox Kansas Telecom, LLC
Description
Service address: 714 N. Main
Metro E-100Mb UNI Intrastate
Monthly Total
Total Spend

Quantity

Unit Price

Term
(Months)

2

$850.00

36

One Time
Monthly
Recurring Activation &
Setup Fees
Cost
$1,700.00
$0.00
$1,700.00
$0.00
$61,200.00

.
On the recommendation of Joseph Thomas, on behalf of the Division of Information
Technology, Tim
Myers moved to accept the quote from Cox Communications Kansas, LLC and Cox Kansas
Telecom, LLC at the rates listed above for 36 months for the total amount of $61,200.00. Anna
Meyerhoff seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously.

Sedgwick County utilizes a point-to-point connection to support network, internet, and telephone
connectivity for the Douglas Tag Office located at 2525 W. Douglas Ave. The circuit is billed in two
segments, one from the tag office to Cox and another from Cox to the 714 N. Main datacenter in the
Emergency Communications building.
The renewed contract will establish contract pricing for the next 36 months and provide the county with
the ability to assign build in costs to Cox at no cost to the county for the new Fire Station 31 located in
Andale, KS, which is located outside of Cox's boundaries. The estimated cost for connectivity services to
the new location for Fire Station 31 is $38,000.00.
Russell Leeds: So explain the last paragraph to me Joe; I've read it a couple of times and it's not
registering with me. As far as the cost to connect to the fire station, what's the deal with that?
Joe Currier: We've negotiated, by renewing this contract that has guaranteed revenue for Cox. They are
willing to accept the build-in cost to the new fire station 31 that is being built in Andale.
Russell Leeds: So Joe if I'm to understand that correctly, the estimated cost was $38,000.00 but they are
going to go ahead and absolve that if we take this contract.
Joe Currier: That's correct.
Russell Leeds: OK, thank you; that clarifies it. Other questions from the board on item number one?

Kirk Sponsel: Are there any recusals at this time?
Linda Kizzire: I'm going to recuse myself, Linda Kizzire, Sedgwick County Treasurer.
Kirk Sponsel: Thank you.
Russell Leeds: Other questions from the board? Seeing none, do we have a motion?

